[Schmidt Ruppin-D-ASV-induced primary rat brain tumor model for therapeutic screening].
It is important to evaluate the therapeutic and side effects of new therapy for malignant brain tumors in an adequate animal model prior to its initial clinical investigation. For decades, neurooncologists have argued for the use of primary, autochthonous tumors rather than transplanted tumors such as C 6 glioma cells and 9 L gliosarcoma cells. But unfortunately, no spontaneous animal astrocytomas are currently available as usable models. So we tried to establish the model of primary, autochthonous avian sarcoma virus-induced rat gliomas for experimental chemotherapy and immunotherapy. The present study was undertaken to determine the incidence and histologic pattern of tumors and the mean survival time of the animal model used. It was found that the intracerebral inoculation of 2 X 10(6) FFU/5 microliter of infectious cell free homogeneous subgroup D Schmidt-Ruppin avian sarcoma virus (SR-D-ASV) into 3-day-old inbred Fischer 344 rats induced small sized tumors in all rats 20 days later. The mean survival time of inoculated rats were 58.7 +/- 12 days. As to the classification of SR-D-ASV induced brain tumors in Fischer rats, astrocytoma was 70.6% (protoplasmic astrocytoma 23.5%, fibrillary astrocytoma 47.1%), sarcoma 17.6%, and mixed astrocytoma and sarcoma 11.8%. In conclusion, this SR-D-ASV induced tumor in the rat fulfilled the following criteria for the desirable animal model: (1) Spontaneously arising. (2) Glial origin. (3) Intraparenchymal growth. (4) Uniformly fatal within reasonable time period. Statistic evaluation of the effects of chemotherapy and immunotherapy was considered to be possible.